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Chapter 1602
Siu sat up from the bed in shock: “Who are you?”
There is still a haggard cry for help. : “Save, save me…”
Siu: “Cunxin?”
Qiu Cun said with a hard heart, “um”.
“Aren’t you with Pan Haoyang? Aren’t you pregnant with Pan
Haoyang’s child? How did you become like this?” Siu asked.
At the other end, Elma was in the cell, and his lips were so thirsty that
his skin was bursting with thirst.
If he had known that today would end like this, Elma would definitely
not have defected to Pan Haoyang.
Originally, he thought that with the child in his womb, Pan Haoyang
would definitely keep her by his side.
However, Elma underestimated Pan Haoyang’s viciousness.
It was only three months ago that Pan Haoyang took Fu Zhengxiong
and Qin Wenyu’s coffins from Nancheng to Kyoto and then was
shipped abroad by Jun Chengyin. Originally, Fu Zhengxiong wanted

to send Pan Haoyang to a western country, and let him rely on his
own Minds are used in Western countries.
However, Pan Haoyang changed course in the middle.
He didn’t go to the West.
Instead, it went to the Middle East.
During the war in the Middle East, it stands to reason that most
people would not go to war-torn places, but for a man like Pan
Haoyang, who was bold and careful, but didn’t even want his own life,
this war-torn zone was a good time for him to show his talents.
Pan Haoyang is indeed insightful.
He settled on the border island closest to his own country.
Because of the perennial war and chaos here, Pan Haoyang spent a
small amount of money to buy this small island.
With the support of this small island, and the sea. As long as he can
train his team to be strong, then it will be time for him to make big
plans.
Pan Haoyang was born with ample experience in managing the
island.
Previously in Jiaxing Island, the eldest brother Pan Haojing had no
ability at all, and Pan Haoyang managed the actual affairs.
And now, it’s just another island.
His managerial talents are still on the line.
Relying on his clever and ruthless temperament, Pan Haoyang
quickly made several big businesses, and in the midst of the war, he
found a group of hired teams. Those who suffer from war again.
When they heard that Pan Haoyang treated them very well, they all
responded.
In just two months, Pan Haoyang was already king on the ground.

It was at this time that Fu Zhengxiong and Qin Wenyu suddenly
brought Elma here.
Only Fu Zhengxiong and Qin Wenyu knew of his whereabouts.
Pan Haoyang didn’t know why the two old men brought Elma here?
Was it given to him to exercise as a human flesh bag?
He doesn’t like this woman, don’t they know?
However, what made Pan Haoyang break his eyes was that Qin
Wenyu told him, “Yang’er, Qiu Cun is pregnant with your child.”
Pan Haoyang’s eyes almost fell: “She? Pregnant with my child?”
Qin Wenyu He said solemnly: “Yang’er, you are in exile overseas now,
it would be good for you to marry a daughter-in-law, not to mention
Elma’s father is a family of traditional Chinese medicine practitioners,
their traditional Chinese medicine factories and clinics are spread all
over Kyoto, and the family business It’s a huge job, you married
Elma…”
Pan Haoyang interrupted Qin Wenyu’s words: “What I’m asking is,
why is she pregnant with my child!”
Qin Wenyu said bitterly: “My son! When did you have a kindness with
Elma, don’t you know? I’ve counted her days, and it was that time.”
Pan Haoyang: “… ..”
He was speechless.
Putting down his aunt’s phone, Pan Haoyang sneered to himself.
that time?
He and she were both under impulse. It was Elma, the woman who
was too active, and because of his own background, he drank two or
three bottles of wine that night, and he was drunk and unconscious.
Don’t you worry about alcohol if you are pregnant under the influence
of alcohol?

Even if it wasn’t for alcohol, they didn’t even have the slightest
affection between them, let alone having no affection, there was
simply a grudge between him and Elma!
How could Elma still come to him under such circumstances and
make him responsible?
Is it a very conservative little village daughter-in-law who has never
been out?

Chapter 1603
If
that is true, he Pan Haoyang really has to treat this woman well for a
lifetime, because he Pan Haoyang has never been a woman!
But obviously not.
Elma is a woman who has traveled around the world, and it is not the
first time for her to care about this?
Since I am accidentally pregnant, shouldn’t I stop the loss in time at
the earliest time, so as to avoid the suffering of the child and the
serious creation of my own body?
She did not travel far, traveled long distances, and passed through
the artillery fire, came to him, and put him in charge?
Is this logical?
this woman!
Always scheming and sinister.
In Nancheng, she wanted to frame Suzi many times!
Thinking of this, Pan Haoyang coldly came to Elma who had just
settled down: “Is pregnant with my seed?”
Elma, who had no way to survive in the country, could only take
refuge in Pan Haoyang. She was soft like an ancient lowly maid,

sitting on her knees In front of Pan Haoyang, he hugged Pan
Haoyang’s ankle: “Haoyang, I’m pregnant with your child.”
“I didn’t want to keep it, but I was already in the hospital, so I thought
of our meeting. At the beginning, don’t you think we have a lot of
fate?”
“We didn’t know each other, a pair of enemies.”
Pan Haoyang sneered: “Humph!
So beautiful?”
“How do I remember that the encounter between me and you was
originally a violence? You scold me for death, and I beat you for
death?”
“Even if we had an affair, we treated each other like animals, as if you
were standing all the time?”
Qiu Cun Xin said, “…”
That time was actually humiliation to her. and happy.
She likes such a strong and domineering man.
But at this moment, these words came out of Pan Haoyang’s mouth,
but only insults remained.
Elma’s face was nowhere to be seen.
She raised her head and looked at Pan Haoyang humbly.
There was no old love on Pan Haoyang’s face, some were just cruel.
The fierce facial expression made Qiu Cun think of Arron at first
glance.
They are worthy of being twin brothers.
They are all the same ruthless.
It seems that both of their brothers love Suzi very much?

This made Elma even more jealous.
“My seed?” Pan Haoyang asked suddenly.
Elma immediately saw hope, and nodded desperately: “Mmmm, your
seed.”
“After all, it’s been four months, right?” Pan Haoyang stared at Elma’s
belly. In Pan Haoyang’s eyes, he became more and more disgusted
by this bohemian woman.
“Yes, four months.” Qiu Cun thought.
“I’ll take you to the hospital now!” Pan Haoyang said.
Elma immediately rolled back in fright: “You, are you trying to kill my
child?”
Pan Haoyang looked at Elma: “My Pan Haoyang’s child, of course I
want to keep it!”
Elma’s heart was suddenly relieved down.
Sitting in Pan Haoyang’s car, she was full of fantasies about her future
married life with Pan Haoyang.
Maybe in the future, she will be the queen of this island!
Maybe one day, her man Pan Haoyang will take her back to
Nancheng and capture Arron and Suzi alive.
However, Pan Haoyang took her to the hospital and said directly to
the doctor, “I’m going to do amniocentesis and do a paternity test.”
Qiu Cun was immediately stunned: “…”
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Chapter 1604
The
doctor was frightened by Pan Haoyang’s momentum for a long time
and did not dare to speak. After a long time, she stuttered: “It’s been
four months. The amniocentesis will take four months for the fetus to
do the paternity test…”
Pan Haoyang said indifferently, “Exactly four months.” “
Okay…Okay.”
Pang Sao looked at Pan Haoyang: “Haoyang, you don’t believe me?”
“Do you have integrity with me?”
Qiu Cun’s heart: “…”
Pan Haoyang’s tone was calm and unwavering: “I have no place for
this person? Female complex. As long as the paternity test child is
mine, no matter how many men you have fooled around with, I will
keep you! If the child is not my Pan Haoyang’s, if you want me to be
taken advantage of by Pan Haoyang…
” After a while, Pan Haoyang said very coldly: “If you make me take
advantage of…”
“No, Haoyang, no, I won’t do it.”
“Can I leave your island now? ?”
Qiu Cun begged Pan Haoyang pitifully.

In fact, she really doesn’t know whose child is in her belly.
In the past, no matter how loose she was abroad, she handled it very
cleanly.
It’s that since she returned to China and returned to Kraig’s side and
Kraig didn’t want her, she has been frantically looking for a man for
revenge.
During that time, she changed men every night, and she couldn’t
remember how many.
However, among the men she replaced, Pan Haoyang’s appearance
was comparable to Kraig’s.
Only Pan Haoyang’s aura and dignity can match Kraig’s.
Therefore, Elma decided that the child in his womb must be Pan
Haoyang’s.
That night he wanted the deepest, and the time was right.
However, Elma didn’t expect Pan Haoyang to do amniocentesis
paternity test. Elma was stupid.
Pan Haoyang grabbed Elma’s arm and smiled peacefully: “My dear,
you and I can rest assured when you become a parent and firmly
believe in your ability. Maybe you will be the first lady of this island in
the future.
” Forced in.
Amniocentesis is painful.
After she came out, her face turned pale, and she prayed hundreds of
times on the hospital bed alone. The child must be Pan Haoyang!
The three-day wait was as long as a year.
Just as Elma was sitting on the hospital bed praying non-stop, Pan
Haoyang came in.
“Dear.” Pan Haoyang said with a smile.

“Is…is it your seed?” Qiu Cun asked impatiently.
The two nurses behind them couldn’t help but smile.
There are still such shameless women in this world.
Whose child do you have that you don’t even know about?
But how can she casually identify a man as the father of the child in
her womb?
When you identify, you can find an honest guy who can be fooled by
you, right?
You are looking for such a tough stubble.
How stupid!
Deserved!
This kind of woman, I don’t know how much the shame is worth!
Pan Haoyang’s temper was surprisingly good: “Dear, now we have to
have an operation.”
Elma was suddenly shocked: “What’s the matter, what kind of surgery
are you going to do?”
Pan Haoyang was still good-tempered: “Since you like playing with
men so much, you can’t even remember who the child is in your belly.
Well, why don’t I fulfill you and let them perform a permanent and
convenient operation for you.”
He said to the doctor lightly: “Remove the thing that secretes estrogen
for her, won’t it affect her future life?” The
doctor Nodding: “It doesn’t matter.”
“Okay, for the sake of her future convenience and her health, I
decided to take it off for her so happily. By
the way, let’s clean up the lump of flesh in her stomach. “Pan
Haoyang said casually and indifferently.

Chapter 1605
“No… No, no…” Qiu Cun cried helplessly shouting.
But this is not Kyoto, not Nancheng.
Kraig no longer protects her in Nancheng and Kyoto, not to mention
that this is Pan Haoyang’s territory?
No matter how much Elma cried, she was still pushed into the
operating room.
Outside the operating room, Pan Haoyang could hear the miserable
cries.
After half a day, Elma fainted several times.
When she woke up again, her stomach was flat.
The doctor’s cold voice came: “You won’t have periods again in the
future.”
Qiu Cun said, “Doctor, I, am I still alive?” The
doctor nodded: “Of course! Not only are you alive, you can have
normal men and women in the future. life.”
“Then I…will I have children in the future?” The
doctor laughed: “The period is gone, how can you have children?
What a joke!”
Qiu Cun said, “… “
She’s going crazy!
“Ah…Pan Haoyang, you son of a bitch!” As soon as she finished
speaking, Pan Haoyang entered the ward.
He took her out of the ward directly, and then fell onto a four-wheel
tractor loaded with garbage. The tractor carried Elma all the way to a
place.

It was a small dark house.
When he was about to enter the small dark room, Pan Haoyang gave
her back her cell phone.
“Elma! I, Pan Haoyang, have always been clear about public and
private! The first time I saw you, you took the initiative to scold me!
The time I had an affair with you was also your initiative to seduce me.
I was so drunk at the time! All these things will pass away. , I didn’t
expect you to have a wild seed in your belly, and you can come and
depend on me from thousands of miles.”
“Since you have to have something to do with me Pan Haoyang,
that’s fine.” “If you don’t want to
die, just Call your father far away in Kyoto and ask him to transfer all
the assets of the Qiu family to the Swiss bank!”
“If I get the money, I will naturally let you go.”
Hearing Pan Haoyang extorting himself like this, Qiu Cun was
heartbroken. Her voice was hoarse, she asked: “Then how do you
make me look like I’m not a ghost, not a man or a woman?”
Pan Haoyang said calmly, “Isn’t this what you brought to your door?”
Yu Bi , turned around and left.
When he walked to the door, he threw it back: “If your family doesn’t
have to redeem you with all their property, then you have to be
diligent here yourself. There are many girls and boys on this island,
especially since I have so many now. Hire armed forces.”
“No…” Qiu Cun cried miserably.
Pan Haoyang locked the door and left.
He wouldn’t listen to Elma’s howl.
Elma didn’t have time to cry, so she called her home immediately.
She didn’t know that her father had been hospitalized by her so angry
that she couldn’t answer the phone at all.

For several days in a row, Elma called home at different times, but no
one answered.
No one gave her a bite for a few days.
She was so thirsty and desperate.
Also very regretful.
I regret that I shouldn’t go abroad alone for so many years and leave
Kraig at home alone.
She always believed that no matter how much she spent outside,
there would be a Kraig at home waiting to marry her, so she would
play outside arbitrarily.
But she never thought that when she came back, Kraig had already
moved away from Dalia.
Everything in her Qiu Cun heart was ruined.
all ruined!
Just when Qiu Cun was in despair and fear, her cell phone suddenly
rang.
She thought it was her father’s call, but when she picked it up, it was
an unfamiliar and familiar number. She connected it immediately, only
to find out that Siu was on the other end of the phone.
“Zixian, save me, as long as you are willing to save me, I will give you
all the Qiu family’s property to help you overthrow your uncle and
Arron in Nancheng.” Qiu Cun pleaded eagerly.
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Chapter 1606
Siu: “…”
What a waste!
This Elma has been really unlucky since he returned to China.
No wonder it’s called Elma.
Enough!
Siu did not speak for a long time on the other end of the phone.
For the past ten years or so, Elma has always treated Siu with a high
regard and ignoring attitude. Even though Siu was in the family of Jun
in Kyoto, Elma never regarded Siu as a human being.
The reason is not because Qiu Cun has Kraig to support her.
Now it’s different!
Jing Yu doesn’t want Qiu Cun’s heart anymore!
Qiu Cun wanted to go to Pan Haoyang, and the people who were
tricked by Pan Haoyang were not ghosts or ghosts.
what!
Unlucky!
There was a kind of pleasure in Siu’s heart.
At this moment, she didn’t even mention the matter of saving Elma.

He just snorted and said to Elma: “Cunxin! You are really good at
home! I think back then, when you lived in my uncle’s house when
you were a teenager, my uncle loved you more than my own niece. “
I’m going to blame you, you are still trying to keep a good man like my
cousin.”
“I also saw that I have played with you since I was a child, and there is
something I need to tell you. You, it took my cousin four months to
finally get my cousin back.”
“Yes, she is my cousin now.”
“Her name should be familiar to you. It’s called Dalia.”
Qiu Cun’s heart was like being dug out by a knife: “What, Du… Dalia
is back?”
“She… Isn’t she supposed to Do you hate your cousin to the core?”
When Elma killed Han Zhenshan, he used the name Kraig.
Her purpose is to make Dalia hate Kraig.
“Hate.” Siu said truthfully.
“Just because she hates my cousin, so she doesn’t tolerate anyone
anymore. When she loved my cousin, she had a crush on my cousin’s
family, everyone, including my dad, me, and my sister. Respect. It’s
better now, she’s not afraid of anyone.”
“When she saw me, she directly drove me out, inch heart, this is really
caused by you!”
“However, I don’t care, anyway, our king’s family has not fallen. You
deserve to be angry.”
“The most important thing is that my cousin is getting better and better
towards my cousin, and now my cousin is Dalia’s servant.”
“Save me, save me out! I want to kill Dalia myself. I want to kill her
with my own hands!” Qiu Cun said viciously.
“Okay.” Siu smiled very naturally.

“From now on, your Qiu family and my Jun family will really cooperate.
I will take the funds our Jun family needs from your Qiu family.”
“Yes, no problem, as long as you can give me Saved from Pan
Haoyang’s demonic capture!” Elma said.
“I’ll think of a way.” Siu said lazily.
He hung up Elma’s call for help without hesitation.
After closing the line, Siu went to sleep happily.
The next morning, she went to her uncle’s house.
The uncle just came out of the hospital, and brother and sister-in-law
are taking care of the uncle and aunt.
The uncle was still angry: “What’s this called! Originally a domestic
servant, she became the grandmother of our Jun family!” The
old lady Jun persuaded the old man: “You calm down! You have to
have a younger son. Can’t get him out?”
“He found such a daughter-in-law for me, it’s easy for me to kick him
out of the house, I want to cut ties with him!” The old man coughed
violently.

Chapter 1607
“Dad!”
The eldest son, the whole person was stunned.
“You also know that I have no interest in rights. Our Jun family was
suppressed by the second uncle’s family, and we were almost out of
breath! You almost vomited blood that year, and it was not after the
second brother grew up. Do you want to get back into the game with
your own power?”
“Because of the second brother, our entire family, the head of the Jun
family, can enjoy the supreme honor in Kyoto.”

“If you cut off relations with the second brother, wouldn’t you He
pushes the outsider?”
“Besides, I think my younger brother and sister are pretty good too!”
“There is nothing wrong with my younger brother and sister. They are
gentle and polite. They have served the second younger brother in
Jun’s house for seven or eight years. There is no credit or hard work! I
think my younger brother and sister are a hundred times better than
Elma!”
“What is Elma?”
“So many years abroad, how many men have changed!”
“Do you really think my second brother is a fool?”
“Now Xiao Shan is pregnant. The second brother’s child, she has only
one man, my second brother, all her life, what’s wrong with her? Isn’t
it because her family background can’t be brought up?”
“No matter how bad her family background is, as long as my second
brother doesn’t like it, it’s fine! “
The eldest son’s words came from the bottom of his heart.
It is also for the consideration of your family.
It is even more for his son Jun Ruian to consider.
Rui’an is old, and Rui’an doesn’t like to gain power. He likes to do
business. Now the business in Kyoto and Nancheng is booming. To
put it bluntly, the reason why Rui’an travels between Kyoto and
Nancheng is not because of two Uncle escorted him.
The eldest daughter-in-law also echoed: “Yes, Dad, Jing Yu is the
backbone of our family. He just wants to marry Dalia, so don’t stop
her.” The
old lady also beat the old man: “You damn old man! I saw my
grandson! Xiao Shan is five or six months pregnant! You can’t do
anything at this juncture!”

“Eh…” Old Man Jun lamented.
At this moment, Siu came.
She shouted all the way: “Uncle, what do you think I brought you?
Your favorite buckwheat tea.”
Grandpa Jun loved his second brother very much when he was young,
but he was put together by the second brother. Since then He was
estranged from the second brother, but he still loved the second
brother’s children very much.
Seeing the arrival of his niece, the old man temporarily put away his
expression: “Second girl, have you had breakfast yet?”
“Not yet!” Siu said coquettishly, “Uncle, I will accompany you to have
breakfast today.”
“Well, You ghost, you must have quarreled with your father, so you
came to the uncle’s house.” Mr. Jun is very displeased to see his
second brother now.
“It doesn’t matter, the more you quarrel with your dad, the happier I
will be, so I’ll have breakfast at the uncle’s house. Your dad will be
mad at me!”
When he turned around, the old man instructed the old lady: “Go, see
if breakfast is ready in the kitchen, let them have more Serve a bowl,
and the second girl is eating here today.”
Seeing the old man happy, the old lady was naturally happy too.
She pushed the old man in for breakfast with her daughter-in-law, son,
and Siu.
After a meal, Siu found out what she wanted.
She happily left the uncle’s house, and after going out for a long
distance, she turned back and spat at the uncle’s house: “Bah!
Sooner or later, our second-family family will replace you! Let’s see.”
Tu Wan Not knowing what to do, she cursed viciously: “And you, Dalia!
Let me go! You are just a domestic servant next to my cousin! Are you

pregnant!
Look how I made you angry and let you live! Not a child!
I’ll see, if you don’t have a child, my second cousin will still want you!
Humph!”
As soon as she turned around after saying this, she was suddenly
slapped heavily on the face.
This slap slapped Siu’s head in a daze.
When she saw who was coming, she was furious: “You…you dare to
hit me?”
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Chapter 1608
Opposite to Siu, Rayna is holding her waist fiercely, looking at Junzi
very aggressively Xian: “It’s you who beat me!”
Standing beside him was Jun Ruian.
“You…” Siu never expected.
absolutely! absolutely! did not expect!

Even a little hoof like Rayna dared to beat her.
When she Siu is Elma? Whoever wants to be beaten is beaten?
“Rui’an! I’m your aunt!” Siu suddenly roared at Jun Ruian!
Jun Ruian shrugged: “Auntie, I’m obsessed with this little girl now, she
has a lot of problems, no culture, no clothes, she looks like a shrewd
woman, you are much nobler than her, but I am noble girl After
watching too much, I can tolerate her now, I can’t control her.”
“When I control her, she runs away crying, and I can’t coax it for a
month.”
Siu: “You …”
She gritted her silver teeth.
Rayna was still akimbo, as if she was going to pull Siu’s hair if she
dared to move.
Her eyes radiated provocative light, and her mouth was arrogantly
threatening: “Jun Xiaochun, listen to me! My sister Shan was finally
found by the second uncle. You dare to touch a hair of my sister Shan,
I will I’ll take you…”
“I’ll pluck all the hair out of your body!”
“Pfft…” Jun Ruian couldn’t help laughing.
This little bitch!
The mouth is really splashing.
When I hated Rayna before, I thought Rayna was particularly
annoying.
Later, Rayna was trained by Suzi, and he changed it when he knew
his mistakes. Instead, he liked this little spicy hoof.
The little spicy hoof was pretty regular at first.

But now, thanks to Suzi’s support for her, she has become a good
friend with Shen Weiyi again, as well as a best friend Galia, behind
Galia are Christopher and Darius.
This little spicy hoof is getting harder and harder.
Her fiery nature was exposed little by little.
However, Jun Ruian did not reduce his love for Rayna at all.
The little girl is actually kind-hearted and soft-hearted.
Also a little silly.
This is much more interesting than those famous fragrant boudoirs he
met in Kyoto.
Rayna is pungent, but she is very kind to him.
He never spends his money indiscriminately, every time he gives her
money, she will say carefully: “Rui’an, I… I fell in love with you
because I really love you, and I don’t want your money. , I want to
work hard and learn my skills with Suzi.”
“Suzi University is not finished, but she is studying architecture very
hard, I can work hard, although I am not as smart as Suzi, but I am
willing to spend more time than her.”
“I just want to learn a skill that will benefit me for life, so that I can live
for the rest of my life.”
Hearing what Rayna said, Jun Ruian couldn’t help but let out a
rhetoric: “Little girls, you have become the daughter-in-law of the
master, Do you still want to be self-reliant? Could it be that the big Jun
family can’t afford you a little daughter-in-law?”
Rayna smiled shyly: “Don’t say that the Jun family can support me
alone, so can my 100-year-old Jun family, Rayna. You can raise it, but
what if you don’t want me one day? Am I going to beg Bailai to pester
you?”
Jun Ruian: “…”

“I will never pester you.”
“If one day you don’t love me, you don’t want me anymore, it means
that our love has reached its strength. When the love is gone, I will
take the initiative to leave you, absolutely not. To make you upset and
not make you feel bad about me, Bai Tuo, I want to be a self-reliant
and arrogant woman. Just like Sister Suzi.”
“No matter how much money your family has, it’s your family’s money.
And me, this I’ll be on my own for the rest of my life.”
“One day…really, that day will come when I won’t be so helpless, like
a poor bastard.”
“I…I am It was found on Sister Suzi.”
“Sister Suzi has experienced many times when she was passive, in
distress, and when she was insulted, but she never made people feel
that she was pitiful.”

Chapter 1609
“This is what I admire most about Suzi.”
“In the future, I will be a woman like her!”
“So Ruian, keep your money, I won’t spend your money!”
That is to say, from then on, Jun Ruian became more and more
scornful of Rayna, this little girl.
Although she is savage and looks like she has no quality, she is proud
in her heart.
Hard work and arrogance.
What if she was a little bitch in the market?
He Jun Ruian just likes it!
Not only did he like it, he also thought that such a little daughter-in-law
was very cute.

Jun Ruian coughed: “Rong Rong! You are a bit presumptuous. This is
my aunt, my cousin, and our elder. How can you call her a little hoof.”
Rayna looked innocent: ” Oh, I forgot, what’s the difference?”
Siu: “…”
Ouch!
Is this the rhythm to piss her off!
Why did you see this damn thing outside Jun’s house!
“You…why are you here!” Siu asked in a hurry.
Jun Ruian shrugged again: “Auntie, this… is the door of my house.”
Siu: “…”
“Go away! Waiting for me to slap you a second time!” Rayna raised
his fist.
Siu held back her anger, but told a shrew unreasonably, she had no
choice but to touch her red and swollen cheeks and walked away
angrily.
Behind him, Rayna still shouted: “Siu, listen to me! If you dare to
disrespect Sister Shan again in the future, I’ll break your teeth off for
you!”
Siu almost spat out a mouthful of old blood.
Here, Rayna smiled “Hehehe”.
“Hey, this trick you learned from the only one really works. You don’t
have to reason with her when you meet an unreasonable woman, just
beat her up!” Rayna smiled at Jun Ruian.
Jun Ruian reluctantly pinched Rayna’s little nose, and muttered in a
low voice, “My second uncle and I, what kind of devil are we all
possessing?”
“What?” Rayna asked.

“No, nothing!” Jun Ruian was afraid of being beaten.
With one arm around Rayna, he walked into the car and continued to
drive.
The two did not enter the Jun family mansion, but after crossing the
Jun family mansion, the car drove forward for a few minutes and
stopped in front of a villa with a garden.
“Your second uncle lives here?” Rayna asked.
“Yeah. The second uncle has a lot of business to do, so he opened a
single room. Let’s go and take you in to see the second aunt. I heard
on the phone yesterday that the second aunt is five or six months
pregnant, and she must have a big belly now. What?” Jun Ruian said
happily.
He is about to have little brothers and little sisters.
After entering the courtyard, Jun Ruian raised his voice and shouted,
“Second uncle, second uncle, my second aunt,Rayna is here,Rayna
came to see my second aunt on Suzi’s order.”
Rayna next to him also shouted: “Sister Shan, Sister Shan, where are
you, Sister Shan, I am Qingrong, I miss you so much.”
Hearing someone shouting outside, Dalia, who was sitting in the
restaurant for breakfast, Immediately stood up.
“Slow down!” Kraig embraced Dalia’s waist behind her.
Just as Dalia was about to leave, her cell phone rang.
She thought it would be Suzi’s call, so she connected without thinking:
“Is it… Suzi, I heard Qingrong is coming.” On
the other end, there was an incomparably sharp line . The voice like a
female ghost: “Dalia! You are not dead!”
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Chapter 1610
Dalia can hear who the other party is.
Although the other party’s voice was like crawling out of hell, Dalia
was no stranger to this voice.
It was the owner of the voice who nearly beat her to death.
The owner of this voice beat Brother Da Shan to death again.
In her life, Dalia hated Elma the most.
If Elma was in front of her, she would not hesitate to take a gun and
beat Elma into a sieve!
“Why is your voice so sad?” Dalia asked calmly.
“You…” As soon as Elma got Dalia’s mobile phone number, she
couldn’t wait to call Dalia.
She is not reconciled!
It should have been her Elma who became the daughter-in-law of the
Jun family and the number one woman in Kyoto.
Obviously it is the Qiu family and the Jun family concierge.
Why did it become like this?
Everything is misplaced.

She was supposed to be Kraig’s girlfriend, but now, after being locked
up in this small house by Pan Haoyang for so long, she was given half
a steamed bun and half a bowl of cold water to drink.
Her wound hurts.
She felt like she was oozing pus.
Why did she become such a person, neither a ghost nor a ghost,
neither male nor female?
She is unbalanced!
Even if she were a ghost, she would kill Dalia.
Because everything that should belong to her was taken away by
Dalia.
Elma thinks so!
“Why didn’t you die! You have been living outside for so long, how
many men have you used, how could Jingyu bring you back! Give me
Jingyu’s number, I will tell Jingyu and let him take you there Check the
paternity test! Let him see, the child in your belly is not his at all!”
“Bitch! Why aren’t you dead!”
“You were found by Jingyu again! I won’t allow you to touch this dirty
thing! Jing Yu, I don’t allow you to be in front of Jing Yu, ah…”
Qiu Cun’s heart went crazy.
Dalia was very calm.
What is she looking at now.
My mother was sent to the best military hospital in Kyoto for treatment.
She could save her life and
not worry about food and clothing.
The most important thing is that Kraig is really nice to her.

I just came back with Kraig yesterday, and he personally cooked for
her at night.
After dinner, he deliberately accompanied her for a walk in the garden.
Before she could take the initiative to serve her at night, he took the
initiative to bring her footbath and soak her feet in person.
At that moment, Dalia was moved.
However, her heart couldn’t make any waves anymore.
When Kraig did this for her last night, Dalia said to him not used to it:
“Jingyu, when you come back, I want to serve you, not you. Child, I
will still serve you as before, this is what I agreed with you.”
Hearing the woman say this, the man’s heart is as painful as being cut
by a knife.
But he said gently on his face: “Do you think I serve you? I serve my
son!”
“Serve you better, my son will be more comfortable in your stomach.”
Dalia’s face had a faint smile, more like a sad smile: “Does it have to
be my son?”
“Daughter That’s fine!”
Kraig immediately took over.
He was flattered that she was willing to talk to him.
“I like my daughter, just like the only one, Ashan, if you give me a
daughter, I won’t care about Shen Weiyi anymore, and the little thing
Shen Weiyi will scold me all day long, train me, and just follow It’s like
training two fools.”

Chapter 1611
“If we don’t have a son, we will have a daughter. Good girl!” The
more Kraig thought about it, the more excited she became.

He thought that just because of his and Dalia’s looks, they would not
lose to Shaoqin and Suzi.
The daughter born at that time may be prettier than Shen Weiyi.
But she never thought that Dalia, who was washing her feet, suddenly
pulled her feet back.
Her expression was very painful, and she muttered to herself: “No! No!
I don’t want a daughter, I don’t want a daughter, I don’t want a
daughter, I don’t want my daughter to be like me in the future, too
miserable, too miserable …I don’t want to have a daughter!”
Her tears fell into the footbath.
Hit a hole.
Kraig: “…”
He got up and hugged Dalia: “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, Ashan, I’m sorry!
Damn me! Everything is damn me! Damn me! Promise, no! Our
daughter must be the most noble princess in Kyoto, and her mother is
the happiest woman in Kyoto.”
“I promise you!”
His distressed chin rested on Dalia’s head.
“Sleep, Ah Shan, sleep, I’ll watch you, sleep well, and be obedient.”
He coaxed her, calming her fear a little bit.
It took more than an hour to coax her to sleep.
With his arms bent, she really fell asleep.
She didn’t know what time it was in the middle of the night, when she
woke up, she saw that the man was still lying on his side, his arms
under her head.
He never closed his eyes.
Kian Run’s big hands were still slapping her for a while.

Dalia’s thin wrist covered his hand: “Jingyu, sleep.”
Kraig smiled: “It’s okay, I’m watching you.”
It was like this all night, she wondered if he slept later?
She only knew that when she woke up this morning, he and the aunt
in the kitchen had already made breakfast before waking her up.
Then he sat in front of her and watched her eat.
Dalia knew that everything Kraig did to her was sincere.
In this life, if there are no accidents, this man will take care of her
wholeheartedly.
It’s just that her heart has been shattered beyond recognition.
A large part of this fragmentation came from the devastation of the
woman named Elma on the phone.
Therefore, when Dalia heard Elma’s indifferent voice full of jealousy
and resentment, Dalia also became extremely cold.
She is no longer the Dalia she was five months ago.
Her heart is very hard now.
Dalia’s tone was cold and flat: “Elma, you are very naive, you don’t
allow Jingyu to be in front of me and she will not be in front of me? Let
me tell you, Jingyu coaxed me to sleep all night last night, He didn’t
even slept.”
“Not only that, he also washed my feet yesterday.”
“This morning, he got up and made breakfast for me.”
“Elma! Jingyu is mine! This life is mine. I don’t know where you are
now, and I don’t know why your voice is like this? How many men
have you destroyed your feelings? But what does this have to do with
me?”

“I just have to tell you! You don’t need to show up in front of me. As
long as you dare to show up in front of me, I’ll pull a gun out of my
man’s drawer and beat you to a pulp! I’ll keep you alive forever!”
“Because , you have to pay for my brother Dashan!”
“You don’t like Jing Yu, you like Han Zhenshan!” At the other end, Qiu
Cun was still roaring hysterically.
“It doesn’t matter, I’m fine with Jing Yu!” Dalia smiled innocently.
Elma: “You… do you dare to let Jingyu hear what you said? Be
careful Kraig blows your head!”
“I heard! Ah Shan is right, no matter what Ah Shan likes If you don’t
like me, I like her!” At this end, Kraig’s voice was replaced at some
point.
His voice was extremely cold: “Elma, you’d better come out and die
for me!”

